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Single crystalline FeMn/Co bilayers were grown epitaxially on Cu�001� and investigated by
magneto-optic Kerr effect �MOKE�. By doing the MOKE measurement within a rotating magnetic
field, we were able to retrieve quantitatively the anisotropy constant of the ferromagnetic Co layer.
We show unambiguously that as the FeMn layer changes from paramagnetic �PM� to
antiferromagnetic �AFM� states, it enhances the interfacial magnetic anisotropy at the FeMn/Co
interface by an order of magnitude. A thickness dependent study of the magnetic anisotropy constant
revealed that this induced magnetic anisotropy may originate from the FeMn/Co interfacial spin
frustration. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3489985�

I. INTRODUCTION

Ferromagnetic �FM�/antiferromagnetic �AFM� systems
have attracted great interest in magnetic nanostructure re-
search since the discovery of the exchange bias effect.1–3

Many new magnetic phenomena have been discovered,
thereafter, in the FM/AFM systems, such as coercivity
enhancement,4 training effect,5 rotational hysteresis,6 nonlin-
ear exchange coupling,7,8 etc. Different from FM/FM sys-
tems, magnetic interaction energy at the FM/AFM interface
cannot be minimized for all nearest-neighbor spin pairs,
therefore it is inevitable to have the so-called spin frustration
at the FM/AFM interface.9 While being a complicated phe-
nomenon, spin frustration plays a key role in generating all
the fascinating magnetic phenomena mentioned above.
Therefore the study of FM/AFM interfacial interactions has
remained as one of the most active subjects in nanomag-
netism research.

There have been two major experimental efforts to ad-
vance our knowledge of the FM/AFM interfacial interaction.
One is to develop new experimental techniques to probe di-
rectly the AFM spins in ultrathin films. Advancement in this
direction has been limited to a few types of AFM materials
and a few types of measurement techniques, mainly AFM
oxide compounds probed by x-ray magnetic linear
dichroism.10 The second effort is to grow epitaxial AFM
single crystalline thin films to reduce the complexity of the
spin frustration at the FM/AFM interface. In this direction,
high-quality FeMn ultrathin film has recently emerged as a
model system because of its well-known AFM spin structure
and its excellent epitaxial nature with Co/Cu�001� and Ni/
Cu�001� systems.11 Great advancement has been made in
FeMn related thin film research. For example, it has been
shown that the interfacial frustration modifies both the FM
Curie temperature12 and the AFM Néel temperature.13 The
AFM order of the FeMn layer is also found to change the
FM Co and Ni magnetization directions.14–16 Generally

speaking, the effect of the AFM layer on the FM layer is
usually viewed as introducing a unidirectional anisotropy
�exchange bias� and a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy.1–3 How-
ever, a direct probe of these anisotropies is not always pos-
sible. For the case of FeMn based FM/AFM systems, it has
remained unclear the nature of in-plane magnetization
switching at the AFM ordering temperature of the FeMn
layer. The general question in this system is what kind of
magnetic anisotropy does the FeMn layer imprint into the
FM layer? In this paper, we report the results of our study in
an epitaxially grown FeMn/Co/Cu�001� system. Using
magneto-optical Kerr effect �MOKE� within a rotating field,
we can determine quantitatively the magnetic anisotropy of
the Co film before and after establishment of the FeMn AFM
order. We show unambiguously that the AFM order of the
FeMn layer introduces a fourfold magnetic anisotropy to the
FM Co layer. It is this induced magnetic anisotropy that
switches the Co magnetization direction, as previously re-
ported in the literature. By investigating the anisotropy as a
function of the Co and FeMn thicknesses, we identified that
this fourfold magnetic anisotropy originates from the
FeMn/Co interfacial spin frustration.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A Cu �001� single-crystal substrate was chemically pol-
ished and cleaned in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber by cycles
of Ar ion sputtering at 800 V and annealing at �600 °C.
Both Co and FeMn films were epitaxially grown onto the
Cu�001� substrate at room temperature. The vacuum pressure
remained below �7�10−10 torr during the film growth. The
FeMn alloy film was grown by coevaporating Fe and Mn
with an equal evaporation rate to achieve a 50:50
composition.12 The growth rate was determined by a quartz
thickness monitor, which was calibrated by oscillations of
the reflection high-energy electron diffraction intensity. The
accuracy of the Fe and Mn composition ratio is estimated to
be 10%. The Co and FeMn films were grown into cross
wedges by moving the Cu substrate behind a knife-edgea�Electronic mail: wuyizheng@fudan.edu.cn.
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shutter along two orthogonal �110� directions. The wedge
slope ��2 monolayers �ML�/mm for Co and 4.8 ML/mm for
FeMn� was determined by the moving speed of the Cu sub-
strate and the film growth rate. The films were then capped
with a 4 nm Au layer, which is thick enough to protect the
film from oxidation at room temperature.17 Magnetic proper-
ties were probed by ex situ longitudinal MOKE with a laser
diode �wavelength 670 nm, beam diameter�0.2 mm� as the
light source. The magnetic field was applied in the film plane
at different angles relative to the optical incident plane. This
is the so-called rotating-of-field MOKE �ROTMOKE� tech-
nique, which can quantitatively determine the magnetic an-
isotropy of a FM film.18 Taking advantage of the small laser
beam size, the magnetic anisotropy of the Co film can then
be obtained as a function of the Co and FeMn film thick-
nesses from one double-wedged sample. All measurements
were performed at room temperature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the representative longitudinal-MOKE
loops for FeMn/Co�10 ML�/Cu�001�. At dFeMn=4 ML, the
easy axis is along the �110� direction, as indicated by the
smaller saturation magnetic field along this direction than
along the �100� direction. At dFeMn=17 ML, however, the
saturation field for H � �100� became smaller than H � �110�,
showing that the easy magnetization axis switched to the
�100� direction. This result is consistent with domain imag-
ing measurements on Co/FeMn/Cu�001� �Refs. 14–16�
which also show an easy axis switching of the Co magneti-
zation from �110� to �100� direction after the FeMn becomes
AFM ordered above a critical thickness. Although the satu-
ration field gives the easy magnetization axis direction, the
MOKE loop alone cannot give the quantitative value of the
magnetic anisotropy constant. To quantitatively obtain the
anisotropy constant, the longitudinal MOKE in combination
with a rotating magnetic field, termed the ROTMOKE, is
further applied to the FeMn/Co/Cu�001� film.

The ROTMOKE method is based on the principle of
torquemetry balance in thin magnetic films, and has been
proven to be an effective and well defined technique to mea-
sure the in-plane magnetic anisotropy constant.18–20 As a suf-

ficiently large magnetic field saturates the magnetization of a
thin film, the magnetic anisotropy field deviates the magne-
tization direction away from the direction of the applied field
by a small angle �Fig. 2�a��, leading to the following energy
density:

E/V = − MSH cos�� − �� + Ku sin2�� − �u�

+ K4 sin2�� + �/4�cos2�� + �/4� . �1�

The first term represents the Zeeman energy of the magneti-
zation within the applied magnetic field H, MS is the satura-
tion magnetization, � is the angle between the applied mag-
netic field and the �110� direction, and � is the angle between
the magnetization and the �110� direction. The second term is
the in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy with an easy axis
angle of �u. The third term is the in-plane fourfold aniso-
tropy energy. From our definition, the fourfold magnetic an-
isotropy favors the �100� easy magnetization axis for K4

�0 and the �110� easy axis for K4�0. In a perfect �001�
plane, the fourfold rotation symmetry of the lattice excludes
the existence of a uniaxial anisotropy in the system. How-
ever, a vicinal surface of �001� plane breaks the fourfold
rotational symmetry to induce a uniaxial magnetic aniso-
tropy. Thus we include the uniaxial anisotropy term in Eq.
�1� in case the Cu�001� surface is not a perfect �001� plane. It
should also be mentioned that the FeMn/Co system does not
have the exchange bias for dFeMn�20 ML,21 so that unidi-
rectional anisotropy can also be neglected in our study.

For a strong enough applied magnetic field, a Stoner–
Wohlfarth-like magnetization reversal process is valid so that
the equilibrium angle � of the magnetization is obtained by
minimizing Eq. �1� with respect to �:
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FIG. 1. Longitudinal-MOKE loops of FeMn�4 ML�/Co�10 ML�/Cu�001�
measured along �a� �100� direction and �b� �110� direction, and the loops of
FeMn�17 ML�/Co�10 ML�/Cu�001� measured along �c� �100� direction and
�d� �110� direction.
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FIG. 2. �a� A schematic drawing of the applied field H and the magnetiza-
tion M, �b� and �c� the ROTMOKE measurement on FeMn�4 ML�/Co�10
ML�/Cu�001� and FeMn�17 ML�/Co�10 ML�/Cu�001�. The applied field is
1500 Oe. The solid lines are the result of fitting.
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Here l��� can be determined in the experiment because both
the magnetic field H and the field angle � are experimental
parameters, and � can be determined by longitudinal MOKE
measurement.18 Therefore, the anisotropy parameters of Hk4
=2K4 /Ms and Hku

=2Ku /Ms can be obtained by fitting the
l��� curve using Eq. �2�. Figures 2�b� and 2�c� show the
represented l��� curves for FeMn�5 ML�/Co�10 ML� and
FeMn�17 ML�/Co�10 ML�. These two curves clearly oscil-
late with � in a fourfold symmetry manner �l���� l��
+� /2�� but with opposite phases, showing that these two
films have mainly fourfold magnetic anisotropies with oppo-
site signs. A quantitative fitting of the two curves using Eq.
�2� yields HK4

=−925 Oe and HKu
=−30 Oe for FeMn�5

ML�/Co�10 ML�, and HK4
=+525 Oe and HKu

=−43 Oe for
FeMn�17 ML�/Co�10 ML�. The much smaller value of HKu
than HK4

shows that the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy is neg-
ligibly small in our system. The opposite sign of HK4

repre-
sents the easy magnetization axis switching from the �110�
direction of FeMn�5 ML�/Co to the �100� direction of
FeMn�17 ML�/Co. This result is consistent with the hyster-
esis loop measurement shown in Fig. 1.

To explore the effect of the FeMn AFM ordering transi-
tion on the Co film magnetic anisotropy, we measured the
magnetic anisotropy of Co films as a function of the FeMn
thickness �Fig. 3�. The Co anisotropy is almost a constant for
dFeMn�11 ML, then experiences a sudden change at dFeMn

�12 ML, and becomes another constant for dFeMn

�14 ML. This result indicates that it is the appearance of
the FeMn AFM order at �12 ML that changes the Co film
magnetic anisotropy. This conclusion is further supported by
the thickness-dependent coercivity measurement �inset of
Fig. 3�, which shows a drastic increase in the Co coercivity
at �12 ML FeMn, an indication of the establishing of the
FeMn AFM order.12,22 The sign reversal of the magnetic an-
isotropy for the 10 ML Co film at the FeMn AFM ordering
thickness explains clearly the easy axis switching from the

�110� to the �100� directions in the literature.14–16 For thicker
Co films such as 30 ML Co, however, we did not find the
sign reversal of the magnetic anisotropy but an �40% mag-
nitude change. We attribute this result to the increased vol-
ume anisotropy of thick Co films. In other words, the in-
duced magnetic anisotropy by the FeMn AFM order is no
longer strong enough to overcome the intrinsic Co magnetic
anisotropy to lead to the �110�-to-�100� easy axis switching.

The constant value of the Co magnetic anisotropy with
increasing the FeMn thickness above 14 ML �Fig. 3� indi-
cates that the induced Co magnetic anisotropy by the FeMn
AFM order occurs only at the FeMn/Co interface. Since the
magnetic anisotropy of a thin film can be decomposed into a
volume anisotropy K4

V and an interface anisotropy K4
S, the

effective anisotropy of the Co film in the FeMn/Co system
can be written as K4=K4

V+K4
S /dCo. Thus the interfacial aniso-

tropy induced by the FeMn AFM order could be retrieved by
a thickness-dependent anisotropy measurement. Figure 4
shows the thickness dependent Co anisotropy constant K4,
obtained from HK4

and the bulk value of the Co magnetiza-
tion, in Au/Co/Cu�001�, Au/FeMn�PM�/Co/Cu�001�, and Au/
FeMn�AFM�/Co/Cu�001� films, with “PM” and “AFM” de-
noting the paramagnetic and AFM states of the FeMn layer.
In all the three cases, the Co magnetic anisotropy K4 follows
a nice 1 /dCo dependence from which we obtained the values
of K4

V and K4
S �Table I�. The values of the volume anisotropy

K4
V in these three samples are very close to each other, and

also in fair agreement with the reported values of −10
�105 erg /cm3 �Ref. 23� or −6.5�105 erg /cm3.24 This is
expected because different capping layers should have less
effect on the Co volume anisotropy. On the other hand, the
interfacial anisotropies are significantly different for the
three samples, and also different from the value of Cu/Co/
Cu�001� �Ref. 23� and in Co/Cu�1,1,13�.24 This is not sur-
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FeMn thickness grown on Co/Cu�001�. The inset shows the coercivity as a
function of FeMn thickness for the sample Au/FeMn�wedge�/Co�10
ML�/Cu�001�.
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FIG. 4. The 1 /dCo dependence of the fourfold magnetic anisotropy constant
K4 for Co films with different overlayers of Au�open circles�, Au/
FeMn�PM��squares� and Au/FeMn�AFM��triangles�. The solid lines are the
result of linear fitting.

TABLE I. Fitted values of the volume anisotropy and the interface aniso-
tropy from Fig. 4.

Au/Co/Cu
�001�

FeMn�PM�/
Co/Cu�001�

FeMn�AFM�/
Co/Cu�001�

K4
V �105 erg /cm3� −9.1�0.5 −7.5�0.3 −8.5�0.6

K4
s �10−2 erg /cm2� 6.1�0.3 1.2�0.2 13.0�0.6
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prising since different capping layers should result in differ-
ent interfacial anisotropies. Taking the reported interfacial
anisotropy value of K4

S�Cu /Co�=0.007 erg /cm2 for a Cu/
Co�001� interface,23 we could further separate the interfacial
anisotropy contribution from the two interfaces of the Co
film. The result is K4

S�Au /Co�=0.054 erg /cm2,
K4

S�FeMn�PM� /Co�=0.005 erg /cm2, and
K4

S�FeMn�AFM� /Co�=0.123 erg /cm2. It is quite surprising
to observe that the Co interfacial anisotropy for the AFM
ordered state of FeMn is at least one order of magnitude
greater than the PM state of FeMn. Since the Co interfacial
anisotropy is independent of the FeMn thickness, we con-
clude that the difference K4

S�FeMn�AFM� /Co�
−K4

S�FeMn�PM� /Co�=0.118 erg /cm2 is merely induced by
the FeMn AFM order. The value of �0.118 erg /cm2 of this
AFM ordering induced magnetic anisotropy is comparable
with the exchange bias energy reported in a polycrystalline
Co/FeMn system.2

The fourfold anisotropy induced by the AFM order has
been observed in Co /FeF2�110� �Ref. 25� and Fe /MnF2�110�
�Refs. 26 and 27� systems. For a Co layer on a single-
crystalline FeF2 film,25 the fourfold anisotropy only appears
near the Néel temperature, which was attributed to the short-
range order in the antiferromagnet. For an Fe film grown on
a twinned quasi-epitaxial MnF2�110� layer,26,27 the fourfold
anisotropy appears suddenly at the MnF2 Néel temperature
and increases strongly with decreasing temperature. It is
therefore induced by the twinned AFM domains in the AFM
MnF2 film due to the strong coupling at the Fe /MnF2 inter-
face, so the fourfold anisotropy has the easy direction mid-
way between the AFM spin directions of MnF2 twinned do-
mains.

In the single crystalline FeMn/Co�001� system, there are
no twinned AFM structures as in the MnF2�110� film.26,27

Spin frustrations at atomic steps of the locally compensated
FeMn�001� surface were proposed to qualitatively explain
the induced fourfold anisotropy along the �100� direction.14

It is known that FeMn has a 3Q-like spin structure28,29 so
that the in-plane spin projection of FeMn�001�| sheets alter-

nates from the ��110� to the ��11̄0� direction between ad-
jacent sheets, then at the FeMn�001� surface with monolayer-
high islands, the FeMn AFM spins above and below the steps
should orient 90° with each other, as shown in Fig. 5. Due to
the monolayer-high Co islands for Co film grown on
Cu�001�, these 90° oriented AFM domains should also exist
at the FeMn/Co interface, and their sizes are determined by
the size of Co islands, which usually is a few tenths of
nanometers.30 However, the Co magnetic domain is usually
larger than a few micrometers at the remanence state,12,15

and Co films will form a single domain with the applied
magnetic field during the ROTMOKE measurement. Like
the magnetic interaction in the Fe /MnF2�110� system,26,27

these 90° oriented AFM FeMn interface domains interacting
with the Co single domain should frustrate the FeMn/Co
exchange interaction, leading to an easy magnetization axis
of the Co magnetization along the �100� direction, which is
the midway between the AFM spin directions of FeMn 90°
domains.

On the other hand, even in a compensated FeNi/FeMn

double layer with a perfect interface, a vector spin model
calculation31 showed that the frustrations with a multisublat-
tice antiferromagnet could also lead to a fourfold magnetic
anisotropy acting on the ferromagnet. Both the sign and the
amplitude of the induced fourfold anisotropy depend on the
interface interlayer exchange coupling JF,AF and the coupling
constant in FM and AFM layers. Different than the exchange
bias effect, the AFM order induced fourfold magnetic aniso-
tropy should have a weaker dependence on the uncompen-
sated spins at the FM/AFM interface. Nevertheless, our re-
sult demonstrates that the induced fourfold anisotropy
originates from the FeMn AFM ordering, and can be deter-
mined quantitatively in an experiment. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to determine the interface coupling JF,AF once the rela-
tionship between K4 and JF,AF is derived in theory. We hope
our result will stimulate further work, both experimentally
and theoretically, that can give a quantitative understanding
of exchange coupling in FM/AFM system.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we studied the Co magnetic anisotropy of
FeMn/Co/Cu�001� as a function of Co and FeMn thicknesses
using the ROTMOKE method. We find that the FeMn AFM
order induces a fourfold magnetic anisotropy in the Co film,
which is an order of magnitude greater than the paramagnetic
state of FeMn. This AFM ordering induced anisotropy was
shown to originate from the FeMn/Co interfacial magnetic
frustration, and was determined to be 0.118 erg /cm2.
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